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The nucleolus is a membraneless organelle embedded in chromatin solution inside the cell nucleus.
By analyzing surface dynamics and fusion kinetics of human nucleoli in vivo, we find that the
nucleolar surface exhibits subtle, but measurable, shape fluctuations and that the radius of the neck
connecting two fusing nucleoli grows in time as r(t) ∼ t1/2. This is consistent with liquid droplets
with low surface tension ∼ 10−6 Nm−1 coalescing within an outside fluid of high viscosity ∼ 103

Pa s. Our study presents a noninvasive approach of using natural probes and their dynamics to
investigate material properties of the cell and its constituents.

Material properties of the cell nucleus and its con-
stituents are critical for all cellular processes, directly
impacting the central dogma of biology [1, 2]. For exam-
ple, the rheological behavior of the nucleoplasm affects
the length and time scales of molecular and organelle
transport inside the nucleus, yet its measurement proves
nontrivial. Microrheology gave us a rare glimpse into
the physical properties of the nucleoplasm [3–5], how-
ever, such approaches are invasive, requiring an injection
of foreign particles into the nucleus, which only a few
cells survive. Moreover, injected nuclei are in distress
that can change their physical properties.
In this work, we present an alternative strategy of us-

ing physiological dynamics/events inside the human cell
nucleus to infer material properties of the nucleus and its
constituents in live cells. Such an approach employing
natural probes is completely noninvasive. Specifically,
we investigate surface fluctuations and fusion of nucleoli,
the largest structures inside the nucleus, which not only
reveal that nucleoli behave as liquid droplets in human
cells, but also inform on the rheological behavior of the
surrounding nucleoplasm.
The nucleolus is a site of ribosomal biogenesis and

plays a key role in cell cycle progression and stress re-
sponse [6–8]. Strikingly, the nucleolus lacks a membrane
to define its boundary, yet in general it has a sphere-like
shape. Although its constituents, RNA and proteins, are
known, it is unclear how they hold together. Elucidat-
ing material properties of the nucleolus could provide an
insight. Pioneering work in frog X. laevis oocytes found
that such nucleoli are liquid-like both in vivo and recon-
stituted in vitro [9, 10]. However, given the many differ-
ences between the frog egg and a typical eukaryotic cell,
the physical nature of the nucleolus in cells other than
frog eggs remains an open question.

Elucidating nucleolar dynamics could not only help
to answer this question, but also provide insight into the
material properties of the nucleoplasm. While nucleo-
lar surface fluctuations report on physical properties of
the nucleolus-nucleoplasm interface, inspecting kinetics
of the nucleolar fusion might resolve whether nucleoli ag-
gregate like solid particles or coalesce like liquid droplets,

as well as inform on the nucleoplasm material properties.
Such knowledge is presently missing as capturing a fusion
presents a major experimental challenge. This is mainly
due to low nucleolar count (2-3) in human cells [11–13],
a lack of biological or physical indicators of when and
where a fusion will occur, and the sensitivity of cells to
light preventing continuous monitoring over longer times
[14]. Considering that human nucleoli change their shape
and size in many diseases (e.g. cancer, Alzheimer’s and
Parkinson’s disease) and aging [15–18], illuminating their
material properties could help to understand the nucleo-
lus and nucleus in both health and disease.
Here, we investigate the naturally occurring dynam-

ics of: (i) the interface between nucleoli and the sur-
rounding nucleoplasm (Fig. 1a-b), and (ii) nucleolar fu-
sion (Fig. 1c-d), both in human HeLa cells with flu-
orescently labeled chromatin (H2B-GFP) and nucleoli
(NPM-mApple) using spinning disc confocal microscopy
(see Supplemental Material [19]).
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FIG. 1. Nucleolar dynamics in live human cells. (a) Micro-
graph of HeLa cell nucleus with fluorescently labeled chro-
matin (green, H2B-GFP) and nucleoli (red, NPM-mApple).
Inset shows an enlarged view of boxed nucleolus at t = 0, 11,
23 s. (b) Contours of nucleolus from (a) at t = 0, 11, 23 s.
Insets 1–3 show a zoomed in view of nucleolar surface fluctua-
tions. (c) Micrograph of HeLa cell nucleus with fluorescently
labeled chromatin (green, H2B-GFP) and two fusing nucleoli
(red, NPM-mApple). Inset shows an enlarged view of boxed
fusion event at t = 0 and 600 s. (d) Contours of nucleolus
from (c) in 60 s intervals. Insets 1–3 show a zoomed in view
of local shape changes of fusing nucleoli. Scale bar, 5 µm.
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First, we observe the behavior of the nucleolus-
chromatin interface at short times. We find that the
nucleoli exhibit subtle, but measurable, surface shape
fluctuations, consistent with a behavior of a liquid-liquid
interface with a low surface tension. Specifically, we
recorded high-resolution streams of live cells for 25 s with
temporal resolution of 250 ms (Fig. 1a). Using custom
written Matlab (Mathworks) routines we detected the
nucleolar contour at each time point t (Fig. 1b). We
calculated the surface fluctuations u, as deviation of the
instantaneous contour r(φ, t) from the average contour
r0(φ), by u(φ, t) = r(φ, t)− r0(φ). Fig. 2a shows u2 as a
function of polar angle φ at three different time points,
demonstrating lively dynamics of the nucleolar surface.
As a negative control, we measured u2 for the cells fixed
with formaldehyde showing that our measurements are
well above the noise floor (black line, Fig. 2a) [20]. We
obtained contours at 100 time points for 72 nucleoli from
48 cells and found u in both directions equally likely.
Assuming that such shape fluctuations are thermally

driven, using the equipartition theorem we can estimate
the surface tension as γ = kBT/〈u2〉 [21, 22]. For each
nucleolus we average all u2 above the noise floor over time
and polar angle to obtain 〈u2〉, from which we compute γ.
Fig. 2b shows the distributions of 〈u2〉 (top axis) and γ
(bottom axis) over all nucleoli, yielding an average value
of γ̄ ≈ (1.5±0.5)×10−6 Nm−1. In fact, even if the shape
fluctuations were actively driven and we were considering
an effective temperature of ∼ 300◦C measured for the nu-
cleoplasm [23], our estimate for γ would only change by
a factor of 2. Similar values of γ have been previously re-
ported for colloid/polymer solutions [21] and frog oocyte
nucleoli [9, 10].

Next, we focus on the naturally occurring fusion of
nucleoli, to further illuminate their rheological behavior.
As described earlier, studies of nucleolar fusion dynam-
ics are missing in cultured cells, mainly due to extremely
low occurrence of fusion. Moreover, with nucleolar size
of ∼1 µm and nuclear size of ∼15 µm, fusion can occur
at different locations and spatial orientations throughout
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FIG. 2. Nucleolar surface fluctuations in vivo. (a) Fluctua-
tions u2 measured for the contours from Fig. 1b and a nucle-
olus fixed with formaldehyde (black). (b) Histogram of 〈u2〉
(top axis) and γ (bottom axis) over 72 nucleoli. For each
nucleolus, γ was determined from γ = kBT/〈u

2〉.
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FIG. 3. Timelapse of nucleolar coalescence. (a) The first
frame, t = 0 s, includes the nucleolar signal and the nuclear
contour (solid white outline). The later frames, 20 – 600 s,
show the progress of the nucleolar fusion. Scale bar, 2µm.
(b) Nucleolar contour (yellow line) and neck (red line) deter-
mined from nucleolar shape (white signal, NPM-mApple) as
a function of time. Scale bar, 1 µm. (c) A cartoon illustrating
measured variables: neck diameter, 2r, and average radius of
the two nucleoli before fusion, A. A = (A1+A2)/2, where A1

and A2 are the radii of the two nucleoli before fusion.

the cell nucleus with a discernable neck between two nu-
cleoli formed only for a few minutes. Here, we developed
an experimental procedure that allows for the first time
to detect and monitor these rare events (Fig. 1c). First,
we have identified cells where nucleoli appeared to be lo-
cated close to each other, thus more likely to fuse, and
followed them for two hours imaging every 5 min. After
we detected a fusion event, we recorded a time lapse for
10 min with a time step of 20 s, which was carefully cho-
sen to minimize photobleaching and phototoxicity, while
maximizing the time resolution with which we monitor
the nucleolar shape. Moreover, we selected for fusion
events happening in the x-y imaging plane to use the
highest spatial resolution of our imaging system (∼ 65
nm) and avoid any artifacts during analysis. At all times
we recorded signals for both chromatin (H2B-GFP) and
nucleolus (NPM-mApple), in order to monitor the nu-
clear and nucleolar shape. Fig. 3a shows an example of
such a fusion event illustrating the shape evolution of two
fusing nucleoli. The first frame in Fig. 3a shows the nu-
clear contour and the nucleolar signal. Our experiments
scanned through ∼ 104 cells, where we identified ∼ 150
cells with nucleoli in close proximity in the x-y plane,
which led to 14 nucleolar fusion events in total.

To analyze the nucleolar shape during a fusion, we
first obtained nucleolar contours at every time point (Fig.
3b). Nucleolar contours allow us to measure the tempo-
ral evolution of the radius r(t) of the neck between two
fusing nucleoli by finding the minimum distance between
two points along the contour on opposite sides (Fig. 3b).
Thus, we obtain r(t) as well as A, the average radius of
the two fusing nucleoli before fusion as illustrated in Fig.
3c. Our data shows that a well defined neck disappears
after 10 – 15 min, while it takes ∼ 120 min for the newly
formed nucleolus to become close to spherical. This sug-
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FIG. 4. Analysis of nucleolar coalescence data. (a) Neck radius r(t) for 14 fusion events (markers). (b) Rescaled neck radius

r/A as a function of rescaled time (t + t0)/τviscous, where τviscous is a fitting parameter. Solid line represents t1/2. (c)
Histogram of µnp/γ (bottom axis) and µnp (top axis) over all fusion events. For each fusion event, µnp/γ was determined from
τviscous = µnpA/γ, µnp is calculated using γ̄.

gests that while surface tension γ drives the fusion, it
is rather low, which is consistent with γ̄ obtained from
the measurement of the nucleolar surface fluctuations.
Further, we analyze the growth dynamics of the neck

radius and investigate the application of existing coales-
cence theories to the observed nucleolar fusion. Current
models describing coalescence of liquid droplets rely on
a balance of capillary forces with either viscous or iner-
tial forces [24–28]. The viscosity of the nucleoplasm µnp,
which refers to the content of the nuclear interior outside
the nucleoli, i.e. chromatin solution, was previously mea-
sured by microrheology approaches to be 25 – 1000 Pa s
[3–5]. This is up to three orders of magnitude larger than
the viscosity of nucleoli reconstituted in vitro from puri-
fied nucleolar protein nucleophosmin (NPM) and rRNA
[10]. Therefore, it is conceivable that the viscous forces of
the nucleoplasm provide the dominant resistance to the
nucleolar coalescence. In this case, the neck radius r(t)
would follow [28]:

r(t)/A = C(γ/µnpA)
1/2t1/2 (1)

where the constant C ≈ 1, γ is the surface tension, µnp

is the viscosity of the outer fluid, here nucleoplasm, and
A is the average radius of the droplets before fusion.
Figure 4a shows the growth of the neck radius r(t)

for 14 fusion events observed. Since we initiate our
measurement after a neck has formed, at that moment
an unknown time t0 6= 0 has passed since the initial
contact of the two nucleoli. Thus, to compare the
nucleolar coalescence in highly viscous nucleoplasm
against Eq. 1, we compute a fit r(t) = B(t + t0)

1/2 for
each fusion event. Since C ≈ 1, our fitting parameter

B ∼= A(γ/µnpA)
1/2 ≡ Aτ

−1/2
viscous with τviscous = µnpA/γ.

We find t0 to vary from 20 – 310 s, which is consistent
with our experimental procedure, i.e. the time between
identifying the beginning of fusion and setting up the
measurement. Thus we shift the measured r(t) in time
by t0 to account for the delay in our measurement. After
we rescale r(t + t0) by A and t by τviscous, the data of
all measured fusion events collapse on one curve ∼ t1/2

as shown in Fig. 4b. This rules out the case of nucleolus

being a viscid droplet in a low viscosity fluid, as the
neck radius would then follow r(t) ∼ t [26, 27]. Instead,
our data suggests that while the surface tension drives
the nucleolar coalescence, the high nucleoplasm viscosity
slows down its kinetics.
Since we obtained τviscous from our measurements, we

can determine the ratio µnp/γ. Using γ̄ ≈ 1.5 × 10−6

Nm−1 from our surface fluctuation measurements, we
can compute viscosity of the nucleoplasm µnp. Fig.
4c shows a histogram of the measured values of µnp/γ
(bottom axis) as well as the inferred values of µnp (top
axis) ranging from 900 – 10,000 Pa s, with an average
value of µ̄np = 3000 Pa s, which is in good agreement
with µnp obtained by microrheology approaches [3–5].
The large range of measured µnp is likely due to the het-
erogeneity of the nucleoplasm. Remarkably, observing
natural dynamic processes in live cells, such as nucleolar
surface fluctuations and nucleolar coalescence, allows for
noninvasive measurements of both γ and µnp.
It is noteworthy that nucleolar coalescence in human

cells probes the coalescence theories at extreme values
of Reynolds (Re) and Ohnesorge (Oh) numbers: low Re
= ρvL/µnp ∼ 10−15 and high Oh = µnp/

√
ργL ∼ 107,

with characteristic quantities: density ρ ∼ 103 kgm−3,
slow velocity v ∼ 10−9 ms−1, small length scale
L ∼ 10−6 m, low γ ∼ 10−6 Nm−1 and high µnp ∼ 103

Pa s. This is not only the first coalescence in live cells,
but also the smallest coalescence (droplet size ∼ 1 µm),
to which the existing theories have ever been applied.
We find the established theories to hold also in these
extreme regimes.
Furthermore, we evaluated the temporal evolution of

the nucleolar contour by calculating the time derivative
of the neck radius dr/dt. Fig. 1d shows contours for
10 time points 60 s apart with time color-coded from
yellow to red. The contours were shifted to have the
same center of mass to correct for the movement of the
nucleolus. We measure velocities dr/dt ∼ 10−3 µms−1,
which tend to decrease with progressing coalescence as
depicted in Fig. 5a, while Fig. 5b shows the distribution
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FIG. 5. Analysis of nucleolar neck velocity during coalescence.
(a) Time derivative of neck radius dr/dt for data from Fig.
4. (b) Histogram of dr/dt, where P is the probability.

of velocities independent of time. As mentioned earlier,
nucleoli coalesce embedded in chromatin (Fig. 1c),
which exhibits ATP-dependent active dynamics that
is coherent over 3-5 µm [29]. Strikingly, the measured
velocities for the nucleolar neck radius growth dr/dt
are on the order of 10−3 µms−1, which is intriguingly
similar to velocities previously measured for interphase
chromatin in human cells in vivo [29].

Surprisingly, nucleolar coalescence occurs in an active
fluid (chromatin solution), yet it can be explained by
coalescence theory for passive liquid droplets surrounded
by a highly viscous passive liquid [28]. This suggests
that the active chromatin solution in live cells can be
effectively described by an apparent viscosity µnp of a
passive fluid. This is supported by the evidence that the
values of µnp that we obtain by monitoring the nucleolar
coalescence are in agreement with those obtained by
microrheology [3–5]. Similarly, the surface tension γ
might also be an effective quantity.
We hypothesize that because the coalescence of

nucleoli in vivo is slow, it is not likely to interfere with
nucleolar biochemical processes, specifically, the rDNA
transcription. A typical length of rDNA is ∼ 7 kbp,
thus at a transcription rate of 40-80 nucleotides s−1, it
takes ∼ 100 s to transcribe [6, 30]. If coalescence would
happen at time scales of seconds, as it does in vitro

[10], it could disrupt rDNA transcription, while at times
scales of ∼ 103 s, as it happens in vivo, these processes
might remain unaffected. Indeed, nucleolar integrity is
closely linked to active rDNA transcription: nucleoli
dissolve when this activity ceases [31].
In conclusion, using natural probes such as nucleoli

and their spontaneous dynamics (coalescence, surface
fluctuations) allows for noninvasive measurement of
material properties of the nucleus and its constituents
in live cells. Moreover, elucidating dynamics of physio-
logical processes, such as nucleolar fusion, might allow
us to gain insight into the nonequilibrium physics of live
active matter.
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